
 
Commenius University  

Dormitory rules and regulations 2016/2017 
 

Vysokoškolské Mesto Ľ.Štúra - Mlyny Univerzity Komenského (VM Mlyny) is a specific 

accommodating facility of Commenius University (CU), which consists of three buildings named as 

the “Výškové Bloky“ (VB – known as the Sturak ), “Átriové Domy“ (AD – known as the Atriaky) 

and “Manželské Internáty“ (MI known as the Manzelaky). The Dormitory rules and regulations 

(DRR) serve as a binding document, which modifies rules and regulations while residing at VM 

Mlyny. It is a binding document for residents and their visitors.  

Superior legal norms to this document are general acts of Slovak republic, the statute of Commenius 

University, the organization order of VM Mlyny as well as other legal norms.  

Additional information about these DRR is available on our website at: www.mlyny.uniba.sk 

 

 

Part I. 

Concepts definition 

 

1.1. Residents  

Residents are all persons accommodated at VM Mlyny, which are classified as either permanent or 

temporary residents. They include employees, accommodated students, and non-students who are 

upon request able to provide a valid proof of their stay at the facility by the means of 

accommodation pass (ISIC card or an active temporary access VM Mlyny card) or the CU employee 

card (check section 4.3). Temporary residents are specified as those who are visitors, visiting a 

person accommodated on long term bases.  

 

1.2. Non-residents 

Non-residents are all persons not having temporary or permanent permit of stay at VM Mlyny 

facility or are not able to provide a valid proof of their stay when asked by a VM Mlyny employee. 

 

1.3. Facility area  

VM Mlyny facility area is specified as an area that serves for accommodation purposes. Facility 

areas are separated by security checkpoints or other means of point of entry control – personal 

turnstiles.  

 

1.4. Campus 

Campus is specified as the entire area of VM Mlyny, including accommodation sectors, all non-

accommodation sectors, roads, sidewalks, green zones and parks. Their exact definition is plotted at 

the official cadastral map and available for inspection at www.katasterportal.sk 

 

1.5. Management staff 

Management staff is specified as the one, who is responsible for delegated department or section 

according to the Organizational structure of VM Mlyny. 

 

1.6. Wrong - doing 

Wrong-doing is specified as an action or deed committed by person accommodated at VM Mlyny, 

which is against the legal state norms and acts of Slovak republic, Accommodation contract, these 

Dormitory rules and regulations and/or generally accepted moral values. Residents/persons 

accommodated at our facility are responsible for wrong-doing of their visitor. 

 

 

 



1.7. Disciplinary action 

Disciplinary action is specified as a sanction or measure, which VM Mlyny uses as a response to any 

wrong-doing committed by residents or their visitors. Disciplinary action may be in the form of 

verbal warning, issuing of disciplinary point/s, penalized by an increase in monthly rate for 

accommodation up to 100%, issuing a disciplinary duty fee, temporary cancellation of person’s 

accommodation for the current academic year, permanent cancellation of accommodation within 

VM Mlyny facility and temporary or permanent prohibition of entry to all facilities.   

 

Part II. 

Entering the VM Mlyny facilities 

 

2.1. Permanent residents 

Permanent residents are allowed to enter all three buildings at any time (the exception is only 

unusual emergency situation, which is commonly issued by VM Mlyny director). Requirement for 

entry into facility area is to present a valid ISIC card or an active temporary access VM Mlyny card 

at card reading devices of personal turnstiles that automatically check validity of your entry. 

Members of VM Mlyny management staff, security personnel and lobby men are allowed to execute 

additional card verification and request additional form of picture ID for verification purposes 

anywhere within VM Mlyny campus.  

 

2.2. Temporary residents  

Temporary residents are allowed to enter all three buildings at any time (the exception is only 

unusual emergency situation, which is commonly issued by VM Mlyny director). Requirement for 

entry into facility area is to register a visitor at the Accommodation department during regular 

working hours at Accommodation office, or at a security desk by presenting his/her card in order to 

register a visitor in VM Mlyny visitor registration system.  

 

2.3. Non-residents 

Non-residents are allowed to enter all three buildings only under these following conditions:  

a) At any time after registration at security desk and after presenting ISIC of person being 

visited. Person being visited must present ISIC or an active temporary access VM Mlyny 

card in order to sign in their visitor. For registration purposes, visitor must present valid 

proof of picture ID or passport. Person being visited must either accompany his/her visitor or 

collect visitor at a security desk in person.  

Person – visitor entering accommodation section after 00:00 hours automatically becomes a 

lodger who is subject to pricing for visitors according to the current Price list. The lodger is 

automatically registered to the account of person being visited as a separate fee due, which 

must be paid within 48 hours. After completing payment, sanctioned visit will be annulled 

from the account of resident. Annulling of visit can be executed only at the accommodation 

office during normal office hours. Resident will be notified about the pending lodger fee via 

email. The lodger must leave accommodation section by 10:00 a.m. The visit must be 

officially signed out at the security desk by presenting ID or passport for signing out 

purposes. The visit that does not get annulled from the account of resident - accommodated 

person, may lead to prohibition of signing in another visitor.  

 

b) During regular canteen operating hours (ISIC card of non – resident, or an active temporary 

access VM Mlyny card can be provided at the Accommodation department for a fee, will be 

assigned with limited entry for entering into accommodation section where canteens are 

located. Each non – resident canteen visitor must leave accommodation section through 

turnstiles within a 10 minute time limit after official canteen closing hours). Non – resident 

canteen visitor who does not check out within the time limit will be automatically stopped by 

the turnstile identification system that will not allow automatic exit and additional entry.  

 

c) During regular operating hours of commercial clients located at the accommodation section 

(non – resident shall present valid ID for registration purposes at the security desk).  



 

Security personnel, lobby men or members of the management staff are authorized to temporary 

prohibit entry into facility area to all non-residents who are visibly under the influence of drugs and 

alcohol and/or present a threat to other residents. Permanent prohibition of entry into facility area is 

authorized by the director of VM Mlyny only.  

Resident being visited is responsible for actions of his/her visitor, such as avoiding disciplinary 

actions, complaints and signing out of his/her visitor.  Not following of these conditions is 

considered as violation of the DRR and may lead to prohibition of visitor’s entry in the future and 

disciplinary action. Resident and visitor acknowledge that visitor’s presence must be approved by all 

other residents, sharing the same room as a person being visited. Complaints about the visit by other 

residents are considered as a violation of the DRR and may lead to disciplinary actions. 

 

2.4. Accommodation Pass (AP) 

Active ISIC or an active temporary access VM Mlyny card, serves as an Accommodation Pass in 

order to enter the accommodation section.  Validity of these cards will be automatically checked by 

security personal turnstiles. A card is non-delegable; all transactions can be executed by its rightful 

owner only. In case of suspicion that the card is used by other person than the owner or registered 

card holder in order to enter the facility, members of VM Mlyny (according to section 2.1. of this 

DRR) are allowed to request additional form of picture ID for verification purposes and prohibit 

entry of that person to accommodation section. Misuse of the entry card is qualified as a violation of 

the DRR.  

 

2.5. Temporary Permit of Stay (TPS) 

The TPS is an identification, that its rightful owner has a right to enter the accommodation section 

depending on the type of assigned category (e.g. “CANTEEN ONLY”), or for temporary residence, 

as a visit – lodger in the room of a person being visited. The TPS is issued exclusively by the 

Accommodation department, during usuall working hours, in a form of a temporary Access VM 

Mlyny card, which allows entry through security turnstiles. The TPS is non-delegable, which means 

that all transactions can be executed by its rightful owner only. Members of VM Mlyny staff 

(according to section 2.2. of this DRR) are allowed to request additional form of picture ID for 

verification purposes. The legitimized person is not obliged to present another ID to a competent 

person, but in that case  the legitimized person is considered a non-resident, or a person without 

permission to enter and can be prohibited entry, or residence in the accommodation section and 

simultaneously the temporary access VM Mlyny card can be detained. Misuse of the entry card is 

qualified as violation of the DRR. 

 

Part III. 

Rights of residents 

 

3.1. Bed 

Resident has a right to separate bed with bedding, which includes a pillow, quilt and a bed sheet. 

Resident has a right to regular exchange of bedding, usually once within 14 days. 

 

3.2. Room inventory 

Resident has a right to use facility inventory, which is part of a room. Room inventory is specified 

by the inventory list, which is located in every room.  

 

3.3. Comfort 

Resident has a right to comfort and peaceful use of his room for studying purposes, sleeping and 

relaxation. Resident has a right to report at any time (most commonly to Accommodation office) 

occurrence, which objectively deprives him/her of such comfort. Exceptions are usually situations 

requiring daily facility maintenance or planned and properly announced reconstructions within.       

    

 

 



3.4. Study rooms 

Resident has a right to use study rooms intended for studying purposes. All study rooms are listed at 

official website and are available to residents at any time. Study room key is lent for maximum of 24 

hours per person.    

 

3.5. Kitchenettes 

Resident has a right to use kitchenette for meal preparation purposes. All kitchenettes are available 

for use at any time. Residents are directly responsible for keeping kitchenette tidy and switching off 

all appliances.  

                                                                             

3.6. Defects, servicing and maintenance   

Resident has a right to receive adequate technical support (usually within 24 hours from the time of 

reporting) regarding any reported maintenance request with exception of difficult and extensive 

breakdowns that naturally require longer period of time for amendment.  

 

3.7. Sanitation and tidiness  

Resident has a right to live at regularly cleaned and sanitized facility of common areas cleaned by 

our organization, except assigned shared areas of rooms at the VB and MI. Resident has a right to 

live in a clean room (check section 4.5) and is free to report any complaints if such rights are 

breached by other room resident.  

Complaint is to be emailed to: mlyny.hospodarske@uniba.sk   

 

3.8. Visitors 

Resident has a right to have visitors under following conditions as stated in section 2.3.a). Maximum 

limit of persons registered to resident's account as a visitor is limited to five persons.  

 

3.9. Room-change 

Resident has a right to room-change under following conditions:  

a) free of charge – if his/her room becomes untenantable. Such condition may state only the head 

of maintenance department or hygiene department or their assistants.  

b) for a charge – if a room resident requests another room of his/her own will, or a room-change 

with another resident and pays a service charge according to the current Price list, whereas 

the fee is paid by both residents. 

 

3.10. Complaints, suggestions, comments  

Resident has a right to file a complaint, send a suggestion or a comment regarding various campus 

life issues via email to these departments:  

mlyny.udrzba@uniba.sk (technical and maintenance issues) 

mlyny.hospodarske@uniba.sk (issues involving hygiene and sanitation) 

mlyny.priestupky@uniba.sk (issues regarding security, violence, vandalism and crime) 

mlyny.dobrenapady@uniba.sk  (various improvement suggestions) 

 

Resident has a right to receive a proper response within 30 days from the day of sending email. All 

emails will be dealt with proper discreetness.  

                                                             

Part IV. 

Duties of residents 

   

4.1. General duties and obligations 

Residents are to obey legal acts of Slovak republic, Accommodation Contract, the Dormitory rules 

and regulations (DRR) as well as other requirements regarding health and safety and fire prevention. 

Residents are to follow instructions issued by VM Mlyny director or his subheads.  
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4.2. Checking in  

Residents are required to follow instructions of accommodation office staff members. Resident is 

required to check in a room that was assigned to his/her name (check section 3.9 for exceptions) 

 

4.3. Identity verification 

Residents are required to use their ISIC or a temporary access VM Mlyny card in order to enter 

accommodation section through security turnstiles (check part II. of the DRR). Additional 

verifications may take place as specified in the DRR - Part II.   

 

4.4. Visitor´s entry 

Residents are obliged to register their visitors upon entry into accommodation section at the 

particular security desk.   

 

4.5. Sanitation and tidiness 

Residents are required to observe hygiene and sanitation norms in their rooms as well as in other 

common areas of general use. It is acceptable if upon a common decision only one person per room 

takes responsibility for the following:  

a) daily removal of trash   

b) keeping room tidy 

c) keeping shower, sink and toilet clean (depending on facility type) 

d) at least once a week thoroughly clean their room (sweeping, moping, dusting, etc.)  

e) defrost the refrigerator once in 3 months  

f) prepare their room for disinfestations (usually move bed away from the wall and take out all 

the garbage). Detailed requirements may be listed additionally by delegated staff.  

g) Make up bed (sheets, pillow case and duvet cover must be put on) 

 

4.6. Room takeover 

Each resident is required to report within three working days after moving into his/her assigned 

room the following: 

- missing inventory or unsatisfactory room cleanliness report via email to 

mlyny.hospodarske@uniba.sk 

- maintenance requests or any immediate breakdown findings requiring assistance are to be 

emailed to: mlyny.udrzba@uniba.sk or in person, directly at the maintenance control room 

during regular working days from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.   

 

Residents not complying with requirements above may be subject to disciplinary duty fee of € 16. 

 

4.7. Access to rooms 

Residents are required to allow access to their rooms and balcony practically at any time for specific 

reasons requiring the assistance of maintenance staff for purposes of repairs, administration staff 

inspecting conditions of room inventory or other members of staff inspecting compliance of 

regulations (room tidiness, smoking in rooms, disciplinary complaints or unchecked visits) included 

in the DDR. Entry into rooms is usually done by one staff member (or a combination of a staff 

member and other person), which are wearing either company uniforms or have visible company ID 

cards with their facial picture on them. In case that you are not present in your room, staff members 

will leave a note, describing the purpose of their visit in your room.   

Competent staff members are required to inform (usually via website: www.mlyny.uniba.sk  or 

paper notices) about reasons requiring entry into rooms. Such notices are not required for specific 

reasons of inspecting room conditions, smoking in rooms or other violations of the DRR.     

 

4.8. Leaving from your room 

Residents are required upon leaving from their rooms to switch off all appliances, stop water, close 

shut all windows and lock all immediate doors.  
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4.9. Protecting your valuables and money   

All residents are required during their stay in assigned room or during a period when not paying 

immediate attention to personal belongings (such as during sleep, showering, etc.) adequately secure 

their room by locking windows, balcony doors or entry doors.  

 

4.10. Good manners 

Residents are required to behave in a way so as not to harm organization’s reputation, human dignity 

and rights of all other residents, visitors and employees of VM Mlyny.  

 

4.11. Loss of access cards  

Residents are to report theft or loss of ISIC card or temporary access VM Mlyny card immediately in 

order to prevent their misuse.   

 

4.12. Facility internet lines  

Residents may not abuse internal internet lines.  

 

Part V. 

Restrictions 

 

5.1. Entry and exit to/from the accommodation section 

Residents may not sneak in, jump over, crawl under or any other way illegally cross security 

turnstiles or smuggle in another person. These restrictions apply fully to visitors as well. 

 

5.2. Card sign in and sign out (applies to section 2.4 a 2.5)  

Resident may not sign in or sign out card of any other person if requested to do so for purpose of 

entry or exit to/from the accommodation section.   

 

5.3. Non - resident entry (visitor) 

Residents may not allow entry of visitors into facility via other entry points but official security 

turnstiles (security checkpoints or security desk). 

 

5.4. Non – resident conditions of stay at facility   

Residents take full responsibility for their visitors (check section 2.3.a)) 

 

5.5. Lending of ISIC and temporary access VM Mlyny card 

Residents may not under any conditions lend their ISIC or temporary VM Mlyny card to another 

person.  

 

5.6. Property damage  

Residents may not damage VM Mlyny property.  

 

5.7. Property manipulation  

Residents may not willfully manipulate with VM Mlyny property, for example taking out canteen 

inventory, disassemble room inventory or move inventory between other rooms, etc.  

 

5.8. Garbage 

Residents may not accumulate garbage in assigned room, assigned shared areas of rooms in VB and 

MI, shared kitchenette, balcony or hallways.  

 

5.9. Throwing out objects 

Residents may not throw out any objects through windows or balconies.  

 

 

 



5.10. Electrical appliances  

Residents may not use in their rooms appliances such as portable heaters, table cookers or other high 

powered appliances. High powered appliances are considered all appliances with power input of 

100W or above.  

 

 

5.11. Disturbance  

Residents may not disturb other residents via their actions either during day or night. The action is 

qualified as disturbing when at least one resident reports complaint against that action.  

 

 

5.12. Organized events or happenings  

Residents may not organize or take part in happenings that due to their purpose may disturb other 

residents.  

 

5.13. Smoking  

Residents are not allowed to smoke within any facilities under anti-smoking regulations of Slovak 

republic no.377/2004 available at www.soi.sk Smoking prohibition applies to all forms of tobacco 

and tobacco sub-types (for example shisha) 

 

5.14. Psychotropic substances or drugs  

Residents may not possess, use or sell any psychotropic substances or drugs anywhere within the 

entire VM Mlyny campus. The VM Mlyny security staff is required to report all drug related 

misconducts to police authorities.  

 

5.15. Business activities  

Residents may not under any conditions engage in business activities within the entire VM Mlyny 

campus unless such activities had been officially approved by VM Mlyny. Residents are to contact 

the marketing department in order to legalize such business activities.  

 

5.16. Weapons 

Residents may not under any condition store or possess any weapons that may endanger other 

person’s life. Only exception is a weapon that is used for purposes of sports or arts. Possession of 

such weapons must be reported to Accommodation office.  

 

5.17. Pets  

Residents may not keep any pets (dogs, cats, reptiles, insects, etc.) within facilities. Only under 

approval of other room residents he/she may keep fish, small rodents or turtle. Such approval is to be 

kept in room for inspection purposes. Resident must keep in mind that this approval may be 

cancelled by other room resident at any time. Only exception is a special requirement when a pet is 

needed for medical reasons (guiding dog, etc.), which is granted by the chief of the accommodation 

department. Other exceptions are granted by VM Mlyny director only. 

 

5.18. Installations (plumbing, heating, electricity) 

Residents may not under any conditions manipulate with building installations of any kind.  

 

5.19. Fire hazards at VM Mlyny facilities 

Residents may not use any open flame items, such as candles, oil lamps, grill, etc.  

 

5.20. Roof tops  

Entering roof tops is strictly prohibited.  

 

5.21. Personal lifts overloading 

Residents or visitors may not overload personal lifts  

 



 

Part VI. 

Offences and disciplinary actions  

 

The VM Mlyny uses “point” based system of disciplinary actions for various offences. Any offence 

committed within VM Mlyny campus is assigned with specific disciplinary point based scale that is 

fixed, while such scale can also be supported by disciplinary duty fee payment obligation. All points 

received during resident’s stay are added up and the same rule applies for visitors (non – residents). 

Any resident with a sum of 4 (four) disciplinary points will automatically lose resident status and 

Accommodation Contract gets terminated, resident will be denied signing in as visitor/lodger to 

other resident's account and denied entry to canteen use for a specific academic year. Any resident 

receiving 5 (five) disciplinary points will have definitely terminated Accommodation contract at VM 

Mlyny facility, denied rights to sign in as a visitor/lodger a prohibited entry to canteen and all other 

Comenius University facilities.  

The only person authorized to assign disciplinary point is VM Mlyny director or a person that he 

authorized for such specific duties. Usually it is a manager of campus security or director’s 

subheads. VM Mlyny director only is authorized to revoke accommodation contract, permanently 

prohibit accommodation or prohibit person’s entry into facilities. Before issuing such prohibitions, 

persons are allowed to confront such decisions. In case, that the resident does not make use of this 

option, the disciplinary committee will make a resolution about disciplinary action in his/her 

absence.  Similar prohibitions apply to visitors (unless differently specified). Offences not mentioned 

within the DRR will be dealt with on individual bases. Disciplinary committee, depending on 

seriousness of the offence may additionally decide about number of disciplinary points given, points 

erased or points annulled.  

 

6.1. Late payment in for accommodation (as stated in contract)   

a) delinquency: late payment within14 days after due date  

    action: prohibition of entry into accommodation section through security turnstiles and payment 

of contract penalty  

b) delinquency: repeated late payment in  

  action: VM Mlyny can terminate the accommodation contract and entry into accommodation 

section is prohibited despite granting accommodation by particular faculty 

 

6.2. Failing to pay contract penalty  

delinquency: failing to pay penalty within 14 days from the day of disciplinary committee decision 

or within 14 days after final decision of the appeal committee  

action: VM Mlyny may terminate the accommodation contract, prohibition of entry into 

accommodation section through security turnstiles.  

 

6.3. Lending ISIC or temporary access VM Mlyny card 

delinquency: lending ISIC or temporary access VM Mlyny card to other person in order to enter 

accommodation section of any facility or for verification purposes upon request by 

security personnel   

action: resident or any accommodated person that lends his/her AP or TPS to non – resident will be 

given three disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 33. 

 

6.4. Falsifying access card (Card hacking) 

delinquency: falsifying ISIC or temporary access VM Mlyny card for entering purposes  into 

accommodation section by any person 

action: resident or any accommodated person that lends ISIC or temporary access VM Mlyny card 

for falsifying/hacking purposes shall be given five disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty 

fee of  € 66. VM Mlyny reserves a right to report such findings to law enforcement officials. 

 

6.5. Entry into accommodation section via unofficial entry points (other than security checkpoints 

within facilities)  



delinquency: resident or any other accommodated person illegally enters accommodation section 

(balcony or windows)  

action: for every single violation two disciplinary points will be given  

 

6.6. Illegal crossing through security turnstiles  

delinquency: jumping over, crawling under, sneaking in another person or any other way illegally 

crossing security turnstiles 

         action: resident or any other accommodated person will be issued two disciplinary points and a 

disciplinary duty fee of  € 33. In case that violation is committed by resident’s visitor, two 

disciplinary points will be issued for each person that acted illegally as stated above.    

 

6.7. Allowing non – resident´s entry through illegal entry points other than official security 

checkpoints or turnstiles 

delinquency: resident or any other accommodated person allows non – resident to enter the facility  

accommodation section (balcony or window) 

action: minimum of two disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 33 will be issued 

 

6.8. Smoking at the accommodation section  

a) delinquency: smoking at the accommodation section  

    action: a disciplinary duty fee of € 33 will be given 

 

b) delinquency: repeated smoking offence at the accommodation section  

    action: for every repeated smoking offence, one disciplinary point will be issued to resident or 

any other accommodated person. In case that smoking offence is committed by visitor, one 

disciplinary point is issued to resident, any other accommodated person and his/her visitor 

and a disciplinary duty fee of € 66.  

 

6.9. Noisy behavior (noisy behavior is qualified as noisy when at least one person reports a 

complaint against such behavior)  

a) delinquency: resident or any other accommodated person or visitor is behaving noisily 

    action: one disciplinary point will be issued and/or disciplinary duty fee of € 16. Security 

personnel may decide about on spot warning without any further action, depending on 

seriousness of behavior.  

b) delinquency: repeated noisy behavior  

    action: for every repeated noisy behavior offence, minimum of two disciplinary points will be 

issued to resident, any other accommodated person and their visitor. In case that group 

offence is committed, minimum of two disciplinary points will be issued to every person 

on spot. Resident or any other accommodated person is also given a disciplinary duty fee of 

€ 33. 

 

6.10. Using prohibited appliances  

delinquency: using of prohibited appliances (heaters and various cooking appliances) at the 

accommodation section 

action: two disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 33 will be issued 

 

6.11. Damaging VM Mlyny property  

delinquency: intentional damage of VM Mlyny property  

action: minimum of three disciplinary points will be issued. In case that offence is committed by 

visitor, three points are issued to resident who is responsible for visitor as well as to visitor. 

If such offence is committed by a group (resident, visitor or any other accommodated 

person), three disciplinary points are given to every person on spot. Resident is to pay 

a penalty of € 99 and must also cover costs of repairing damage evaluated by the property 

damage committee.  

 

 



6.12. Manipulation with VM Mlyny property without permission 

delinquency: resident or any other accommodated person disassembles, moves or changes furniture 

within room, or removes any campus or canteen property.  

action: one disciplinary point and a disciplinary duty fee of € 50 will be issued.  

 

6.13. Interference into installations (heating, plumbing, electricity) 

delinquency: interference into any facility installations  

action: two disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 50 will be issued 

 

6.14. Throwing objects out the window or balcony  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person throws object or garbage out the window or 

balcony  

action: minimum of three disciplinary points will be issued. Same rule applies if offence is 

committed by visitor. If a group of offenders is involved, three points will be issued to every 

single person in a group. Resident or any accommodated person is subject to a disciplinary 

duty fee of € 66. 

 

6.15. Arbitrary room change  

delinquency: changing or moving to a different room than assigned without the permission of 

accommodation department  

action: two disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 16 will be issued 

 

 

6.16. Possession or use of psychotropic substances (drugs)  

delinquency: possession and use of drugs anywhere within VM Mlyny campus  

action: minimum of four disciplinary points and disciplinary duty fee of € 65 will be issued. Same 

rule applies to visitor and resident or any other accommodated person that is being visited by 

a person caught.  

 

6.17. Pets  

delinquency: resident or any other accommodated person keeps a pet without permission of the 

accommodation department (check section 5.17.) 

action: two disciplinary points will be issued  

 

6.18. Unauthorized business activities  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person conducts unauthorized business activity in a 

room or within VM Mlyny facilities  

action: two disciplinary points will be issued 

 

6.19. Sanitation and tidiness  

a) delinquency: resident violates sanitation regulations (check section 4.5. and 5.8.). Such violation 

may state the Sanitation committee only.  

    action: personal warning by the Sanitation committee will be issued 

b) delinquency: resident repeatedly violates sanitation regulations stated by the Sanitation committee 

or has grossly neglected the Dormitory rules and regulations. 

Sanitation committee based upon current hygiene condition may decide by following    

 action: VM Mlyny will claim tis right to have the unit cleaned by the cleaning company. Resident 

will be issued two disciplinary points for each hygiene/tidiness violation, disciplinary 

duty fee of € 33 and a room cleaning fee based on current cleaning price list.  

action: if hygiene/tidiness violation involves balcony, resident will be issued two disciplinary points 

for every other violation. Resident will be issued disciplinary duty fee of € 66.  

 

 

 

 



6.20. Room takeover and inventory inspection  

delinquency: first resident that checked in assigned room has not complied with duty to inspect and 

inform within required period of three days about discrepancies in inventory list and 

present room inventory 

 action: resident may be subject to a disciplinary duty fee of € 16.  

 

6.21. Weapons 

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person possesses a weapon within VM Mlyny campus  

action: minimum of three disciplinary points will be issued  

 

6.22. Violation of good manner rules  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person behaves not in accordance with good manner 

rules, insults good name and dignity of other persons and/or VM Mlyny organization 

and its employees.  

action: depending on degree of action seriousness, minimum of two to six disciplinary points will be 

issued. Same rule applies to visitors and residents or any accommodated person being visited 

by such person. In case a group of individuals gets involved, minimum of two to six 

disciplinary points will be issued to each person. 

 

6.23. Violent behavior  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person acts violently against other residents, visitors, 

VM Mlyny employees, uses verbal or physical abuse and insults 

actions: depending on degree of action seriousness, minimum of three to six disciplinary points and 

a disciplinary duty fee of  € 99 will be issued. Same rule applies to visitors and residents or 

any accommodated person being visited by such person. In case a group of individuals gets 

involved, minimum of three to six disciplinary points will be given to each person.  

 

6.24. Obstruction to the VM Mlyny employee duty   

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person purposely obstructs duties of VM Mlyny 

employees (especially security personnel) by the means of blocking entry to room and 

executing specific controls within the accommodation section  

action: minimum of one disciplinary point and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 33 will be issued. 

 

6.25. Presence of unregistered visitor  

delinquency: unregistered visitor being present at resident´s room  

action: two disciplinary points and disciplinary dute fee of € 15 will be issued. Resident will also be 

required to cover visitor/lodger charges if person present in room overstayed free 

visitor entry limit. 

 

6.26. Refusing roommate assigned by the accommodation department or commission 

a) delinquency: refusing to live with assigned roommate without reasonable excuse  

 action: personal reprehension 

b) delinquency: repeated refusal to share room with assigned roommate without reasonable excuse 

and causing obstruction to harmonious sharing of room 

 action: two disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of  € 20 will be issued. 

 

6.27: Manipulation with open fire objects within VM Mlyny facilities 

delinquency: resident or any other accommodated person or their visitor, manipulates with open fire 

objects (candles, fireworks, grills, etc.)  

  action: two disciplinary points will be issued. Same rule applies to visitors and residents or any 

accommodated person being visited by such person. In case a group of individuals gets 

involved, two disciplinary points will be issued to each person on spot. Disciplinary duty fee 

of € 66 is also issued to resident or any accommodated person involved.    

 

 



6.28: Violation of “NO ENTRY TO ROOF TOP” rule  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person and/or their visitor uses roof top for sporting or 

social activity  

action: minimum of one disciplinary point will be issued. Same rule applies to visitors and residents 

or any accommodated person being visited by such person. In case a group of individuals 

gets involved, minimum of one disciplinary point is issued to each person on spot.  

 

6.29: Abuse of internal internet lines  

a) delinquency: resident or any accommodated person purposely abuses internal internet lines  

action: depending on degree of abuse, access to internet will be blocked for minimum period of a 

week up to a month maximum  

b)delinquency: repeated abuse of internet lines  

action: access to internet will be blocked for a month and one disciplinary point is issued.  

 

6.30: Late check out  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person does not check out as specified in the 

accommodation contract  

action: two disciplinary points and a disciplinary duty fee of € 10 is issued per each day not checked 

out.  

 

6.31: No check out  

delinquency: resident or any accommodated person does not check out as required, despite warning 

(warning may be in written or personal form by accommodation office personnel, or via 

phone)  

action: five disciplinary points will be issued, entry to room gets blocked and personal belongings 

get cleared out by the Clear out committee. Disciplinary duty fee of € 33 is issued. All 

belongings get stored in assigned storage for a fee of € 10/month for a period of one year 

from the day of clear out. After one year of storage expiry, VM Mlyny shall dispose of stored 

items as desired. During the year of storage, the owner of belongings will be contacted twice 

in writing and requested for immediate financial settlement.   

 

6.32: Lodging place sell off 

delinquency: resident sells off a lodging place assigned to him, or offers it “under the counter” to         

another person  

action: five disciplinary points will be issued to resident and to person who bought or took over the 

lodging place.   

 

6.33: Study room key blocking 

delinquency: resident exceeded key lending time 

action: resident will be issued one disciplinary point and disciplinary duty fee of € 15. 

 

6.34: Personal lift overloading 

delinquency: resident exceeds lift weight limit 

action: resident will be issued one disciplinary point and disciplinary duty fee of € 30. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part VII. 

Final statements 

 

7.1. Dormitory Rules and Regulations become valid on the day of signing by the VM Mlyny 

director.  

7.2. Dormitory Rules and Regulations are subject to change and may be edited in written form.  

 

 

 

In Bratislava 31.07.2016     

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                

  

                                                                                    Mgr. MSc. Róbert Gula, MBA 

           VM Ľ. Štúra – Mlyny UK director 

 

 


